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2005 Chateau Fontenil
$27.95 bottle | $335.40 case

“...the 2005 Fontenil has an opaque, thick ruby/purple color. Dense plum, black 
cherry, blackberry and cassis fruit jump from the glass of this full-bodied, terrifi c 
Fronsac, which is one of the appellation’s stars of the vintage. Long, rich, young, and 
capable of lasting another 15-20 years, this is one of the candidates for Wine of the 
Vintage in Fronsac...” 

- Robert Parker92   RP

Bordeaux Values & Legends
We off er one of the largest portfolios of back-vintage Bordeaux, 
including the most sought-after wines from the fi nest chateaux. If you 
don’t see what you’re looking for, please visit us at www.sokolin.com or 
contact a private wine consultant for assistance. 

It’s Almost Impossible to Find Great, Back-Vintage, High-Scoring 
Bordeaux at this Price!
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2000 Calon Segur
$119 bottle | $1,428 case

“...crisp red-berried fruits interlaced with graphite and sous-bois. The palate is 
medium-bodied with a fi rm tannic structure and very good balanced with a fan of 
truffl  e and a touch of espresso towards the masculine fi nish. Nice grip and persistency 
here. Excellent.” 

- eRobertParker.com (Neal Martin)

“This Property Under-Charges for Some of the Best Bordeaux.” – Dave Sokolin

93+ RP-NM



2013 Domaine de Roally Vire Clesse
$24.95 bottle | $299.40 case

“Year in and year out, this is an amazingly consistent and delicious Sokolin favorite. 
Citrus and lime on the nose with beautiful white flowers and honey notes. On the 
palate, it is rich, lush, with waves of fruit and crisp minerality.” 

- Sokolin Tasting Panel93+ SP
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White Burgundy Values
These two wines represent some of the best values we’ve ever seen when 
it comes to white Burgundy. Take advantage of these great deals before 
they’re gone!

Our Go-To White Burgundy Value Under $25!



2014 Picq Chablis Dessus la Carriere
$26.99 bottle | $323.88 case

“...aromas of mirabelle, minerals and crushed stone. Ripe but bone-dry, conveying a 
strong impression of salty mineral extract...The most mineral-driven of this line-up of 
2014s and very long and tactile on the aftertaste...”

- Stephen Tanzer, Vinous Media92+  VM
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A Low-Priced Chablis from a Stellar Vintage



2014 Patrick Javillier Meursault les Tillets
$52.99 bottle | $635.88 case

“The 2014 Meursault Les Tillets has a very perfumed nose with lime flower, citrus 
fruit and cold limestone scents...The palate is fresh and vibrant with a citric thread 
of acidity. Plenty of energy here...there is commendable precision on the malic 
finish that leaves the mouth fresh and wanting more.”

- eRobertParker.com (Neal Martin)92   RP
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White Burgundy You Must Own
2014 was a top notch vintage for white Burgundy, and it’s the vintage you 
should be buying. These two features hail from top producers and offer 
excellent quality.

One of Meursault’s Best Growers – Just Keeps Selling Out!



2014 Bachelet-Monnot Puligny Montrachet
$58.99 bottle | $707.88 case

“Healthy bright yellow; darker than the Chassagne. Sexy aromas and flavors of 
musky peach and spices. Plush, smooth and very dry in the mouth, conveying a 
tactile quality to its sappy, savory stone fruit flavors. Finishes fine and long, with 
noteworthy depth. A higher percentage of old vines here.” 

- Stephen Tanzer, Vinous Media
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These Brothers are Taking the Wine World by Storm!

90-92   VM



2013 Melville Chardonnay Santa Rita Hills
$24.99 bottle | $299.88 case

“The 2013 Chardonnay Estate is gorgeous. Rich and oily on the palate, with 
considerable texture, the 2013 boasts tons of texture and breadth. Candied lemon, 
white fl owers, almonds and chamomile add shades of nuance as the 2013 opens 
up in the glass… Best of all, the 2013 is a great value.”

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media93  VM
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World-Class California Wines
California continues to produce world-class wines at every level. These 
are two of our favorite California wines that are perfect to enjoy this fall 
and beyond, starting at only $24.99.

“Gorgeous... A Great Value” – 93 Points for Under $25!



2013 Ridge Geyserville Zinfandel
$39.99 bottle | $479.88 case

“The 2013 Zinfandel Geyserville is every bit as fabulous from bottle as it was from 
barrel last year. Ripe and voluptuous on the palate - yet with a super-classic 
conception of structure, the 2013 off ers superb depth and impeccable overall 
balance. Waves of dark red cherry, pomegranate, spice, tobacco lead to more 
savory/ferrous notes that develop in the glass… This is a tremendous eff ort from Ridge.”

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
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Legendary California Producer – “This is a Tremendous Effort...”

94  VM



2013 Kistler Chardonnay Vine Hill Vineyard
$99.99 bottle | $1,199.88 case

“…off ers up the classic Old Wente clone style of white peach, white currants, 
honeysuckle, apple blossom, medium to full body, gorgeous purity and richness in 
a style similar to a Corton Charlemagne from Burgundy. Drink it over the next 4-6 
years. Drink 2016-2022.”

- Robert Parker96   RP
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California Legends
Kistler and Philip Togni are two of the most well-known names when it 
comes to California wine. We have very limited quantities of these 
legends, so act quickly and order yours today!

96 Points and Only $99.99 from Kistler – Wow!



2013 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvginon
$169 bottle | $2,028 case

“A majestic, towering wine…the 2013 simply conquers all of the senses, from the 
intellectual to the hedonistic. A host of dark red cherry, pomegranate, spice, mint and 
fl oral notes meld together in the glass, but the 2013 is a wine to admire for its total 
sense of completeness. This is easily the greatest young Philip Togni wine I have ever 
tasted. Simply put, the 2013 is magnifi cent and one of the wines of the vintage.”

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media100  VM
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“Magnifi cent and One of the Wines of the Vintage.” – 100 Points



2010 Feudi di San Gregorio Serpico
$34.95 bottle | $419.40 case

“outstanding...reveals an impressive sense of balance and inner harmony with dark 
fruit tones that are enhanced by bright accents of cherry and dried blueberry…pretty 
contours to the plump fruit. There are distant endnotes of crushed white pepper as 
well. The tannins off er both fi rmness and texture. This is a beautiful expression of 
Aglianico.” 

- eRobertParker.com95+ RP
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Stars from Italy
Italy is home to numerous outstanding wines, and some of the best values 
in the wine world now are coming from Italy.

95+ Point “Outstanding... Impressive” Wine – Only $34.95!



2010 La Gerla Brunello di Montalcino
$44.95 bottle | $539.40 case

“La Gerla’s 2010 Brunello di Montalcino is absolutely delicious. Dark red cherries, 
plums, mint, smoke, tobacco and licorice fl esh out in a wine that off ers notable depth, 
structure and power. The 2010 is medium in body and also quite polished…incredibly 
appealing, even today... The precise, delicate fi nish is a thing of beauty.” 

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media95   VM
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A 95 Point Brunello at this Price is Almost Impossible to Find!



2010 Altesino Brunello Montalcino Montosoli
$95 bottle | $1,140 case

“A stunning red, delivering peony, strawberry, cherry and mineral fl avors, accented 
by notes of wild herbs. Intense and deep, with great purity and elegance, a fi rmly 
wrought structure and a long fi nish. The harmony between fruit, tannins and 
acidity should allow this to age beautifully...” 

- Wine Spectator98   WS
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Tuscany Does it Again – Greatness
Whether you’re searching for the latest great Brunello or Super Tuscan, 
we have something for everyone! These two top performing wines off er 
premium quality that you can enjoy now or cellar for later.

“Reached a New Level of Excellence in 2010...” – eRobertParker.com



2013 Sassicaia
$169 bottle | $2,028 case

“...the exciting 2013 Bolgheri Sassicaia is shaping up to be an epic rendition of this 
celebrated wine. You get a clear sense of the quality of fruit with your fi rst twirl of the 
glass. Even at this young stage, the wine shows impressive intensity and elegance. 
It boasts dark fruit nuances with bold cherry and blackberry that will gain focus and 
traction with time… The 2013 vintage promises greatness. Drink till 2040.” 

- Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate97   RP
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“ An Epic Rendition of this Celebrated Wine” – 97 Points



2011 Paolo Conterno Barolo Riva Del Bric
$37.95 bottle | $455.40 case

“This is fabulous Barolo with burnt orange, blackberry, meat, earth, and fresh herb. 
Full-bodied, round and velvety. So flavorful and crazy. Drink now. Why wait? But it 
will age wonderfully.” 

- James Suckling97   JS
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Superb Piedmont Wines 
Paolo Conterno is one of Piedmont’s iconic producers, and his wines are not 
to be missed!

97 Point Barolo for Only $37.95 – We Haven’t Seen a Deal this Good in 2 Decades!



2007 Paolo Conterno Barolo Ginestra Riserva
$79.99 bottle | $959.88 case

“...spectacular with rich fl oral and menthol aromas folded within the wine’s silky 
texture...Drink: 2016-2035.” 

- eRobertParker.com96   RP
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Market Low Pricing on this “Spectacular Barolo” from a World-Class Producer



2013 Vincent Paris Cornas Granit 60
$37.95 bottle | $455.40 case

“Vivid ruby. Mineral-tinged aromas of fresh black and blue fruits, candied flowers 
and olive, plus a hint of cola in the background. Sweet, tightly focused cassis and 
blueberry flavors have a refreshingly tangy edge and turn deeper and smokier 
with air. Impressively concentrated but possesses excellent energy thanks to a 
bright spine of minerality…” 

- Josh Raynolds, Vinous Media93   VM
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High-Scoring Rhone Wines
The Rhone Valley is one of the best wine producing regions on the planet, 
and these gorgeous wines offer great value for the quality in the bottles.

A Gorgeous Wine for Only $37.95!
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2010 Delas Hermitage Marquise de la Tourette
$67.95 bottle | $815.40 case

“One of the finest Hermitage Domaine des Tourettes I have ever tasted is the 2010…
plenty of creme de cassis, licorice, lead pencil shavings, camphor, flint and 
barbecue smoke characteristics, and a thickness and viscosity that eclipse that of 
the 2009. Full-bodied and powerful with sweet tannins, a striking floral/mineral 
component in the mid-palate, and a huge, massive finish...”  

- Robert Parker96   RP

A Striking, 96 Point Hermitage from an Outstanding Vintage



Delamotte Brut
$32.99 bottle | $395.88 case

“Bright straw. Vibrant aromas of lemon pith, pear skin and honeysuckle, with a 
chalky topnote. Dry, sharply focused lemon and lime flavors become deeper with 
air and pick up brioche and ginger nuances…finishing with very good clarity and 
stony persistence.” 

- Josh Raynolds, Vinous Media91   VM
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Exquisite Champagne
Whatever the reason for your celebration this fall, we have the greatest 
Champagne to add sparkle to your occasion. Visit www.sokolin.com to 
view our entire Champagne selection.

The Sister Wine of the Champagne Legend, Salon – Only $32.99!
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R.H. Coutier Brut Rosé
$39.99 bottle | $479.88 case

“...The bouquet is bright and classy, wafting form the glass in a mix of cherries, a hint 
of pomegranate, beautifully complex soil tones, wheat toast and a nice topnote of 
rose petals. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied, crisp and focused, with a 
lovely core of fruit… and excellent length on the long and vinous finish. Fine juice... 
(Drink between 2014-2025).”  

- John Gilman, A View from the Cellar92   JG

Old-School, Classy, Undeniably Great Champagne



2013 Zorzal Gran Terroir Malbec
$16.99 bottle | $203.88 case

“Bright dark red. Exhilarating perfume of musky black raspberry, black pepper, 
chalk and licorice; smells weightless! Conveys the combination of tactile 
intensity and light touch of a top Burgundy, with notes of flowers, spices and chalk 
and penetrating saline minerality. A wine with rare energy and aromatic lift, this 
Malbec should age gracefully but already offers terrific sappy appeal.” 

- Stephen Tanzer, Vinous Media92   VM
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New Arrival Values – Just in Time for Fall
Our procurement team loves to discover new wine values to share with 
our customers. You’ll be excited about these two delicious wines, both 
priced at just $16.99!

An Unbelievable, Must-Try Malbec for Only $16.99!
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Bohigas Brut Reserva Cava
$16.99 bottle | $203.88 case

“...It is an excellent value for consumers looking for alternatives to French 
Champagne. Lemon/lime, crushed rock and white currant notes are present in this 
crisp, elegant, refreshing, zesty, dry sparkler. Hints of wheat thins and brioche add 
complexity. Enjoy this medium-bodied offering over the next 1-2 years.”  

- Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate90   RP

“ An Excellent Value” Cava that’s Drinking Well Now



3 bottle sampler – 1 bottle of each vintage - $379
2010 Bernard Magrez Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon – 98 SP
2012 Bernard Magrez Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon – 99 SP 

2013 Bernard Magrez Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon – 99 – 100 SP

From the owners of the recent 100 point Pape Clement and talented winemaker, Benoit Touquette, also 
the winemaker/owner for Realm Cellars, which received 100 point scores for the 2012 and 2013 vintages,

 we’re excited to bring you this high-scoring 3-bottle sampler. These gorgeous wines hail from Napa 
Valley, and this sampler combines three recent outstanding vintages - 2010, 2012 and 2013. Very limited in 
production, these bottles compete with wines that sell for 4-5x the price!  We compare them to a hybrid 
of Harlan Estate and Hundred Acre. Powerful, yet light on the feet with soft, velvety tannins, these wines 

have long finishes that seem to go on and on. Take advantage of this rare opportunity to taste breathtaking 
wines at a mere fraction of the price of its California cult wine neighbors!

America’s Premier Fine Wine Merchant
P.O. Box 755
Bridgehampton, NY, 11932

All statements and expressions contained herein are solely the opinion of Sokolin LLC (“Sokolin”) and are not intended to be considered investment advice. While it is Sokolin’s goal to locate and sell 
wine with investment grade potential, the information contained herein is not intended to be investment advice and must be used in conjunction with the experience and independent decision-making 
process of the customer. Sokolin LLC and its employees are in no way liable for the use of this information by customers for the purpose of investing. For investment decisions, always consult a 
professional investment advisor. Sokolin LLC is not a registered investment advisor. You must be at least 21 years old to purchase wine from Sokolin LLC. Currently, the laws of all 50 states prohibit the 
sale of wine or any other alcohol beverages to consumers younger than 21 years of age. As a responsible vendor, Sokolin abides by the law, and will not sell alcohol to any minor. Sokolin will verify the 
age of every customer using sophisticated technology for age verification. All sales of wine to consumers made by Sokolin are F.O.B. New York. Title to the purchased wine will transfer from Sokolin 
to the consumer once the purchase price has been properly credited from the consumer’s credit card, or paid by other appropriate means. Be advised: Laws governing the sale and transportation of 
wine vary from state to state. Sokolin makes no representation as to the legal rights of any individual or entity to ship or transport wines into any state outside of New York. As expressly noted above, 
you, the consumer, are solely responsible for taking possession of all wines that you purchase from Sokolin. By placing an order, you authorize Sokolin to act as an agent to engage a common carrier 
to deliver your wines to the requested destination. Additionally, you hereby represent to Sokolin that you understand the terms and conditions and agree to abide by them in connection with this 
transaction.  Please visit www.sokolin.com to view our full terms and conditions. Please contact Sokolin at P.O. Box 755, Bridgehampton, NY, 11932. All photos used in this catalog are the sole property 
of Sokolin LLC © 2016.


